INTEGRATION BRIEF

Streamline Patching with IBM BigFix
Komand by Rapid7 powers InsightVM and BigFix auto-patching

What if you could make the whole patching process quicker, more accurate, and
still have control over key decisions? Komand powers an integration between
InsightVM, Rapid7’s industry-leading vulnerability management solution, and IBM
BigFix so you can accelerate your VM program to streamline patching, reduce
risk, and increase efficiency—no code required.
Komand by Rapid7
Komand’s security orchestration and automation platform enables your team to
automate time-intensive processes without writing a single line of code. With
plugins to connect your tools and the ability to build custom workflows for your
specific use cases, you’ll free up your team to tackle other challenges, while still
leveraging human decision points when it’s most critical. Create workflows for
processes such as threat hunting, patching, privilege escalation investigations,
and more.

INTEGRATION BENEFITS
By combining the power of
InsightVM, Komand, and BigFix,
you can expose your most critical
vulnerabilities and determine
which assets need to be
auto-patched, all while saving
time and lowering the chances of
error. With these tools you will:
•

Simplify the patching process
through
orchestrated workflows.

•

Validate that specific
patching actions occurred.

•

Create visibility into discrepancies that may exist
between InsightVM and
BigFix patching reports.

•

Simplify alerting through
a chat client, email, or
from within Komand itself.
Ultimately, you’ll spend less
time in InsightVM and BigFix,
while still seeing the benefits
of both.

Rapid7 InsightVM
Rapid7 InsightVM is the next evolution in vulnerability management. Inspired
by our award-winning Nexpose product, it also leverages the very latest in
analytics and endpoint technology to provide constant intelligence to discover
vulnerabilities, pinpoint their location, prioritize them for your business, and
confirm your exposure has been reduced.
IBM BigFix
IBM BigFix Patch provides an automated, simplified patching process that
is administered from a single console. It provides real-time visibility and
enforcement to deploy and manage patches to endpoints—on and off the
corporate network. Clients have reported seeing more than 98 percent first-pass
patch success rates.
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Industry best practices dictate that companies should keep software up-to-date
as part of maintaining a healthy security posture. Yet managing and patching
vulnerabilities, especially when it comes to vendors and third-party software,
can be repetitive, time-consuming, and prone to human error.

HOW IT WORKS
An InsightVM vulnerability scan is conducted to assess the risk posture
of the systems within your organization. A pre-built Komand workflow
is then triggered to aggregate key information, retrieve BigFix fixlets for
vulnerabilities found, create a BigFix multiple action group, and apply
patches. Once complete, users can optionally re-scan their site to verify
patching was successful. When a discrepancy exists between BigFix and
InsightVM—either because a patch wasn’t successfully applied, was applied
in a non-standard location, or a false positive existed—Komand’s success
and discrepancy reports highlight any needs for manual verification, allowing
users to systematically address gaps in their remediation process.
Overview of the Integration Process
• Step 1: InsightVM scans assets in specified site
• Step 2: Komand collects CVEs from InsightVM and coordinates with
BigFix to get correct fixlets
• Step 3: A multiple action group is created in BigFix
• Step 4: BigFix queues up patches for the group
• Step 5: Once patches are applied, InsightVM re-scans to verify
successful patching (optional)
• Step 6: Komand generates reporting of patch results and any discrepancies between BigFix and InsightVM

Figure 1: Remediation success report in Komand

SUPPORT

•

Komand by Rapid7

•

Rapid7 InsightVM

•

IBM BigFix

Please contact Rapid7 for support
or assistance at +1.866.380.8113, or
through our support portal.

www.rapid7.com/insightvm

IBM Security offers one of the
most advanced and integrated
portfolios of enterprise security
products and services. The
portfolio, supported by worldrenowned IBM X-Force®
research, enables organizations
to effectively manage risk and
defend against emerging threats.
IBM operates one of the world’s
broadest security research,
development and delivery
organizations, monitors 35 billion
security events per day in more
than 130 countries, and has been
granted more than 8,000 security
patents worldwide. For more
information, please check
www.ibm.com/security

About Rapid7

WHAT YOU NEED

To learn more about InsightVM
or request a free trial, visit:

About IBM

Rapid7 powers the practice
of SecOps by delivering
shared visibility, analytics, and
automation that unites security,
IT, and DevOps teams. The Rapid7
Insight platform empowers
these teams to jointly manage
and reduce risk, detect and
contain attackers, and analyze
and optimize operations. Rapid7
technology, services, and research
drive vulnerability management,
application security, incident
detection and response (SIEM),
orchestration and automation, and
log management for organizations
across the globe.
To learn more about Rapid7 or get
involved in our threat research,
visit www.rapid7.com.

